Open Source SW Compliance Solution

EYES Vault automatically analyzes the developed software to detect the cited OSS(Open Source Software) and
OSS licenses to prevent potential copyright and license disputes in advance, contributing to development
eﬃciency and product credibility.

EYES Vault
Automatic detection
of similar OSS ﬁles

Management of OSS
license Compliance

Detecting OSS licenses
and Providing detected
license information
Provide the analysis
report and OSS
license consulting

EYES Vault Features

Automatic Detection of Open Source SW ﬁles

Providing detected license information

Management of OSS license Compliance

Provide the analysis report and OSS license consulting

- Provision of license information of OSS ﬁles
- Provision of analysis of similar OSS ﬁles and the search
results
- Provision of ‘code comparison’ of the analyzed ﬁle and
similar OSS ﬁle
- Automatic analysis of multiple projects and multiple users

- Process-based task management
- Role-based assignment of actors for Each Process Step
- Management of the progress and the period for the analysis

Compliance Process
Start

Setting

Analysis

-

Provision of compliance guide
Provision of license conﬂict information
Provision of license information of the most used OSS project
Provision of license information of source code disclosure and
permission for patent inspection

- Provision of statistics of the analysis status
- Provision of analysis report, reports for each session, and the
ﬁnal detailed/summary reports
- Supports reports of various formats

Identiﬁcation Distinction

LSware Inc. 18Fl., A-Tower, D-Polis, 606 Seobusatgil, Geumcheon-gu, Seoul, 08504, KOREA.

Direction

TEL +82 2 6919 0321

Resolution

FAX +82 2 6919 0329

Report

http://www.lsware.com

Finish

http://www.lsware.com

Advantage and Strength

Stability

Reliability

Eﬃciency

Convenience

Possession of self-developed
capability, fast adapting to
requirements and rapid
technical support

Veriﬁcation Support Consulting, Provision of non-disclosure
agreement (NDA)Automatic
deletion of source code

Resolution of problems
speedily through the
ordinary answers of
license consultants

Flexible customization for
optimal operating
condition accustomed to
customer environment

EYES Vault Expected Eﬀect
Reducing business risk

Preventing license violation

Improving development productivity

Systematic compliance management

- Preventing loss of organizational fame, preventing delay of
businesses, preventing withdrawal / renunciation of
businesses, preventing ﬁnancial losses

- Increased productivity by reducing the burden of compliance

EYES Vault Conﬁguration

- Preventing legal disputes and litigation due to license violation

- Eﬀective management of licenses, record and management of
obligations for each license

EYES Vault consists of a service module and an OSS information DB. The latest source code is collected and indexed in the OSS
information DB. The service module compares user’s code with OSS code. Web browser based GUI provides users with convenient
interface for license identiﬁcation, determination and report.

